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LETTER TO THE EDITOR — M TAHIR MAHDOOM

RESPONSE TO MIS-INFORMATION CONCERNING NEMATODE INSECTICIDE

MONTHLY AGRICULTURE TIMES

ISLAMABAD, PAKISTAN

We wish to provide your readers with a clarification concerning Nematode Insecticide which was featured in an article entitled «Chafer beetle pest of lawns» by javed bhat.

Nematode Insecticide IS NOT EFFECTIVE for the control of European Chafer, and the April 2005 report by E.S. Cropconsult Ltd., which was FLAWED and MIS-LEADING, is now DEBUNKED and DISCREDITED.

In Canada, Nematode Insecticide is one of many so-called Green Alternative products that are supposed to REPLACE conventional pest control products.

Unfortunately, they DO NOT WORK and are DISMAL FAILURES.

The trade associations that commissioned the 2005 report, Western Canada Turfgrass Association and Canadian Nursery Landscape Association, have taken the UNFATHOMABLE position of supporting BOGUS Green Alternatives and the PROHIBITION of conventional pest control products for their own NEFARIOUS purposes.

Any PROHIBITION of pest control products is NOT JUSTIFIED in Canada because their STRICT REGULATION is BASED ON SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.

For more information, please go to the Pesticide Truths web-site …


http://pesticidetruths.com/

&

http://uncleolph.blogspot.com/

QUICK DOWNLOAD of ALL Force Of Nature reports in Full Colour Documents

http://pesticidetruths.com/toc/
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